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Feature article

                        


Time to show our mettle!

                        


Major technological changes are currently taking place with the transition to renewable energy sources, which rely on advanced materials and the supply of metals and metal compounds. Plus, there are the ongoing challenges of reducing ore grades, and increasing chemical complexity of metal sources. 

Peter Hayes examines the Australian response to these challenges and opportunities.
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Bulletin Spotlight
The Somerville Collection – a unique insight into Australia's geological history 
800 words, 5 min read
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Can you dig it? Modifying Factors and multi-factor risk
2500 words, 10 min read
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How AI can enhance your resource modeling
1900 words, 8 min read
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The Society of Mining Professors Annual General Meeting and Conference is coming to UNSW Sydney
900 words, 5 min read
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We would like to hear from you and are interested in ideas and contributions for the AusIMM Bulletin
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Bulletin Feature
Five key levers to improve margins and beat the cost-price squeeze
2800 words, 11 min read
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Popular articles
The most-read pieces published by the AusIMM Bulletin over the past five years. 







Bulletin feature
Innovation in mining
2300 words, 9 min read
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AusIMM is not responsible for statements made or opinions advanced by authors in the AusIMM Bulletin. 
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